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Cloud computing became a hot topic in mid-2008 and, by mid-2009, had achieved top buzzword status. As proof of its popularity, a mid-August 2009 search on Bing.com for ‘‘cloud computing’’ returned 92 million hits. Hardly a week goes by that doesn’t include at least one cloud computing conference somewhere around the globe. Mainstream business magazines, such as Forbes and Business Week, regularly run cloud-computing feature articles and comprehensive special reports, such as Business Week’s ‘‘Cloud Computing’s Big Bang for Business’’ of June 5, 2009, which presented case studies of cloud usage by Serena Software, Optum Health, Genentech, Coca-Cola Enterprises, and Info Tech (http://bit.ly/uecfb, www.businessweek.com/magazine/toc/09_24/B4135cloud_computing.htm). Earlier that week, Microsoft CEO Ray Ozzie addressed Silicon Valley’s Churchill Club on ‘‘The Potential of Cloud Computing’’ (http://bit.ly/g2wqn, www.churchillclub.org/eventDetail.jsp? EVT_ID=820).
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Requirements EngineeringSpringer, 2010

	Written for those who want to develop their knowledge of requirements engineering process, whether practitioners or students.


	Using the latest research and driven by practical experience from industry, Requirements Engineering gives useful hints to practitioners on how to write and structure requirements.  It...
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Approaches Based on Rule Induction Techniques (Massive Computing)Springer, 2006
This book will give the reader a perspective into the core theory and practice of data mining and knowledge discovery (DM and KD). Its chapters combine many theoretical foundations for various DM and KD methods, and they present a rich array of examples – many of which are drawn from real-life applications. Most of the theoretical...
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UnixPeachpit Press, 2003
In Unix: Visual QuickStart Guide, the authors take the time to explain correct Unix lingo as well as concepts and processes to be aware of as a daily user. The real-life implication of reading Unix is not only that you won't receive irate messages from your system administrator, but that you'll be able to manipulate your...
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Venture Mom: From Idea to Income in Just 12 WeeksAMACOM, 2015

	You can take care of kids and take care of business. Many mothers today are jumping into the entrepreneurial ring, transforming simple ideas into profit able ventures. And in the process, they're creating flexible jobs for themselves - all with out start-up capital, business plans, or even babysitters. Venture Mom recounts inspiring...
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Elements of Environmental ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This reference takes a quantitative approach to environmental chemistry, employing a concise style. The second edition continues the book's original approach, while adding important topics such as climate change, atmospheric chemisty, the reactive fates of organic compounds and organic pollutants associated with oil spills, and the...
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Belonging: Feeling Loved, Comfortable, and SafeXlibris, 2019

	Personal connections that leave people feeling a sense of being cared about and valued, with a true sense of belonging and being wanted, is something most of us include when listing the kinds of things that lead to feeling happy and fulfilled. Yet many of us don't have the kinds of close relationships that leave us feeling deeply cared about...
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